Modulation of Training by Single-Session Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation to the Intact Motor Cortex Enhances Motor Skill Acquisition of the Paretic Hand
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Background and Purpose—Mechanisms of skill learning are paramount components for stroke recovery. Recent noninvasive brain stimulation studies demonstrated that decreasing activity in the contralesional motor cortex might be beneficial, providing transient functional improvements after stroke. The more crucial question, however, is whether this intervention can also enhance the acquisition of complex motor tasks, yielding longer-lasting functional improvements. In the present study, we tested the capacity of cathodal transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) applied over the contralesional motor cortex during training to enhance the acquisition and retention of complex sequential finger movements of the paretic hand.

Method—Twelve well-recovered chronic patients with subcortical stroke attended 2 training sessions during which either cathodal tDCS or a sham intervention were applied to the contralesional motor cortex in a double-blind, crossover design. Two different motor sequences, matched for their degree of complexity, were tested in a counterbalanced order during as well as 90 minutes and 24 hours after the intervention. Potential underlying mechanisms were evaluated with transcranial magnetic stimulation.

Results—tDCS facilitated the acquisition of a new motor skill compared with sham stimulation ($P=0.04$) yielding better task retention results. A significant correlation was observed between the tDCS-induced improvement during training and the tDCS-induced changes of intracortical inhibition ($R^2=0.63$).

Conclusions—These results indicate that tDCS is a promising tool to improve not only motor behavior, but also procedural learning. They further underline the potential of noninvasive brain stimulation as an adjuvant treatment for long-term recovery, at least in patients with mild functional impairment after stroke. (Stroke. 2012;43:2185-2191.)
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Motor recovery after a stroke is fundamentally driven by the process of reacquiring motor skills that were lost due to the brain lesion. Thus, to a significant degree, the success of neurorehabilitation depends on the amount and effectiveness of rehabilitative training.1,2

The advent of noninvasive techniques to stimulate the brain (NIBS) has allowed to influence processes of neuronal synaptic plasticity and reorganization and may prove to be of great value for stroke rehabilitation.3-6 Among NIBS techniques, transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) is a safe, well-tolerated method, which has been shown to induce prolonged excitability changes in humans’ cortical regions, resulting in LTP/LTD-like synaptic modifications, a cellular correlate of learning and memory.5,7 To date, the mechanisms mediating these effects are not completely understood but animal and pharmacological evidence suggests that changes in $N$-aminobutyric acidergic neurotransmission and $N$-methyl-$D$-aspartate-receptor activity might play a relevant role.5,9

Recently, tDCS was used to test whether cortical stimulation can improve hand and arm functions in the subacute and chronic phases after stroke. Based on an “interhemispheric competition model” in which motor deficits are suggested to be at least in part due to reduced output from the damaged hemisphere and increased inhibitory influence from the intact toward the stroke hemisphere,5,10 2 different therapeutic approaches have been tested. One was based on enhancing the output of the lesioned motor cortex (M1), the other was based on reducing the inhibitory influence of the contralesional M1 (cM1) toward the ipsilesional M1.11,12 Recent
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work suggested however also that the nonbeneficial role of contralesional cortical structures in the process of stroke recovery may not apply to all patients and to all time points after stroke.13,14 Up to date, the majority of studies were designed to evaluate the effects of stimulation on motor performance.11,12,15 However, based on recent animal and human studies, synchronous application of brain stimulation and motor learning might share synergistic impacts on synaptic plasticity and network reorganization, resulting in larger behavioral effects.8,16,17 Based on this notion, it is reasonable to assume that coupling the effects of tDCS and training might potentiate the acquisition and subsequent retention of a motor task to a level unattained by training alone.

In the present double-blind, sham-controlled study, we investigated the behavioral consequences of downregulating the excitability of the cM1 during a finger sequence training task in a sample of well-recovered patients with chronic stroke with subcortical lesions. We hypothesized enhanced skill acquisition and greater retention in the follow-up periods when training is combined with cathodal tDCS to cM1.

Materials and Methods

Patients

Twelve patients with a history of first-ever unilateral, subcortical ischemic stroke (6 women; mean age, 58.3 years; range, 31–73 years) who met the inclusion criteria for tDCS and transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) participated in the study (Table). All patients had demonstrated severe hand deficit at stroke onset (Medical Research Council grade <2) and subsequently recovered to the point of being able to perform the motor task used in this study. All subjects were free from neglect, aphasia, hemianopsia, serious cognitive impairment (Mini-Mental State Examination >23 of 30), and were not taking any central nervous system-affecting drugs. None of the patients was professional pianist or trained as a typist. The study was approved by the local institutional ethics committee and a written informed consent was obtained from all patients according to the declaration of Helsinki (www.wma.net/en/30publications).

Motor Task and Experimental Design

The task used in the current study is a well-established explicit finger movement task that engages activity in a distributed motor network.18,19 It consists of sequential pressing of a 5-element sequence on a 4-button electronic keyboard with the paretic hand as quickly and accurately as possible. Each of the participants (n = 12) took part in 2 different arms separated by an interval of 9.2 ± 2.2 days; each arm was divided into 3 different sessions: TRAIN-tDCS, 90 minutes after (POST-90), and 24 hours after (POST-24; see Figure 1A). During each arm, patients practiced a different motor sequence with a similar degree of complexity, length and number of repetitions confirmed by the Kolmogorov index successfully used in previous studies.20,21 The sequences were presented in a counterbalanced order across arms (eg, Sequence A: 3–5–2–4–2, Sequence B: 5–2–4–3–4). During the study, patients were seated in an armchair in front of a 20-inch screen monitor; the distance between the chair and keyboard was adjusted for subject comfort and kept constant during the whole study. Within each study arm, first, patients were familiarized with the task and then tested for their baseline performance. After baseline, they underwent a first training session (TRAIN-tDCS) composed of 5 blocks of 3 minutes each with 2 minutes breaks in between. Given that our main purpose was to evaluate whether the TRAIN-tDCS session could influence the performance in consecutive follow-up periods, 2 further retrain sessions were completed after 90 minutes and 24 hours (POST-90 and POST-24) organized in 4 blocks. Before each session, a retest block of 3 minutes was recorded to determine behavioral retention (Test-90 and Test-24) as our main outcome. As classically defined, retention has been used here to test performance of the motor task after an interval of practice to assess learning as the result of offline and online gains.22,23 A subgroup of 5 patients was additionally evaluated 90 days after training for long-term retention. The primary outcome measure was the number of correct sequences performed during each 3-minute block. Additionally, the total number of performed sequences in each block was analyzed as a secondary outcome measure (for a detailed description, see online-only Data Supplement Methods).

Notably, the present design allowed to assess the temporal components of motor skill acquisition within and between each session as follows. Initially, fast learning with considerable within-session improvement can be expected for a novel and challenging motor task (“early online effects”).16,24 Further improvements can be expected after consecutive sessions of practice (“late online effects”).25 During the intermediate periods, between successive ses-
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sions, different phenomena occur with an either increased maintenance or deterioration of motor performance defined as “offline effects.”

Additionally, we examined factors that might potentially influence motor learning such as attention level, perception of fatigue, and discomfort/pain due to the stimulation; they were assessed for both interventions in each session using visual analog scale questionnaires. After the completion of TRAIN-tDCS, patients were asked to identify whether they had received “real” or “placebo” stimulation.

Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation

The initial TRAIN-tDCS session was performed at the time of receiving cathodal tDCS or sham stimulation (Figure 1). tDCS was delivered through 2 sponge electrodes embedded in a saline-soaked solution; the surface of each electrode was 25 cm² (Eldith, DC-stimulator; Neuroconn). The cathode was positioned on the projection of the hand knob area of the cM1 on the subject’s scalp, whereas the anode was placed on the contralateral supraorbital region. The hand knob area of the motor cortex was identified in each patient by single-pulse TMS (70-mm figure-8 coil; Magstim, Dyfed, UK) by standardized procedures. TDCS was applied for 20 minutes; the current was initially increased in a ramp-like fashion over several seconds (8 seconds) until reaching 1 mA (current density of 0.04 mA/cm²) as described in previous studies. During sham, just like during real tDCS, stimulation was started in a ramp-like fashion but faded out slowly after 30 seconds, a procedure demonstrated to warrant successful blinding. In this crossover design, each subject performed the experiment with each stimulation type in a pseudorandomized order. The participants and the examiner were blind for the type of stimulation.

Motor Cortical Excitability Determined by TMS

In a separate experiment, changes in corticospinal excitability and short interval intracortical inhibition (SICI) after cathodal tDCS application to the cM1 were evaluated in both hemispheres during rest with well-established single and paired-pulse TMS protocols. TMS was performed as follows: before tDCS (baseline); immediately; 30 minutes; 60 minutes and 90 minutes after offset of tDCS. The rationale of the present design was to determine the neurophysiological effects of cathodal tDCS in patients with stroke over both contralesional and ipsilesional M1. Seven of the 12 patients completed this experiment (for a detailed description, see the online-only Data Supplement Methods).

Data Acquisition and Analysis

Patients’ motor performance was recorded with an ergonomic 4-button electronic keyboard connected to a computer using Presentation software (Version 0.61; Neurobehavioral System, Albany, CA). For further analysis, we used a custom-made software routine using Matlab (Version 7.1.0.246; The MathWorks, Natick, MA) to automatically record the number of overall and correct sequences in each block. Normal distribution of the data was assessed by Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests. Repeated-measure analyses of variance were used to evaluate: (1) the level of attention and perception of fatigue toward the task with the factors INTERVENTION and VAS-TIME; (2) the effects of INTERVENTION on behavioral measurement during TRAIN-tDCS; and (3) the effects of INTERVENTION on Re-TEST. Online gains were calculated between the last and first block of each session (eg, Test-tDCSB5/Test-tDCSBase) and offline effects were assessed by contrasting the first block of the following and the last block of the previous session (eg, Test-90B1/Test-90B5). Because of the small sample size, the effects of tDCS on TMS-TIME were assessed separately in each hemisphere by nonparametric Friedman analysis of variance and Wilcoxon signed-rank test for post hoc comparisons. All calculations with repeated-measure analysis of variance were Greenhouse-Geisser-corrected; post hoc testing was corrected for multiple comparisons if necessary. All statistical analyses were conducted with SPSS 15.0 (SPSS for Windows 15.0; SPSS, Chicago, IL). The level of significance was set at $P<0.05$.

Results

All patients completed the study; none of them reported any adverse effects with tDCS or TMS. All data were normally distributed as evaluated by Kolmogorov–Smirnov goodness-offit tests. There was no difference in pain or discomfort perception between sham and tDCS stimulation ($t_{11}=0.84, P=0.41$); neither did the type of stimulation or session influence attention, fatigue, or hand tiredness (for statistics, see online-only Data Supplement Table 1). Moreover, none of the patients were able to distinguish between tDCS and sham stimulation.
Carryover Effect Between Arms
Baseline comparisons revealed comparable performance for the 2 experimental stimulation conditions for correct sequences (Base online=43.4±7.6, Base sham=45.7±7.9; \( t_{(11)} = 1.2, P = 0.26 \)) and overall sequences (Base online=60.2±8.6, Base sham=63.4±8.9; \( t_{(11)} = 1.2, P = 0.22 \)). Additionally, the order of the sequence (Sequence A versus Sequence B) did not have any impact on the baseline performance in correct sequences (Base first=43.1±7.5, Base second=46.3±8.2; \( t_{(11)} = 1.4, P = 0.17 \)) nor in overall sequences (Base first=60.2±8.1, Base second=64.2±9.5; \( t_{(11)} = 1.7, P = 0.11 \)), consistent with the absence of relevant carryover effects.

Effects of Simulation on Retention
The analysis of the retest blocks at follow-up sessions revealed a significant effect of INTERVENTION \( (F_{(1,11)} = 5.1, P = 0.04) \) and TEST \( (F_{(2,22)} = 29.9, P < 0.01) \) in the number of correct sequences; furthermore, there was a significant INTERVENTION by TEST interaction \( (F_{(2,22)} = 4.2, P = 0.02) \). Post hoc Scheffé test demonstrated that Test-90 and Test-24 were significantly different between tDCS and sham \( (tDCSTest-90 = 68.8±9.1 \text{ and } shamTest-90 = 56.1±6.4; \text{tDCSTest-24 = 76.4±9.2, shamTest-24 = 63.5±9.1).} \) Temporal components of skill acquisition (online and offline effects) in the follow-up periods demonstrated no differences in late online learning for both conditions in POST-90 \( (t_{(11)} = 0.26, P = \text{nonsignificant}) \) nor in POST-24 \( (t_{(11)} = 1.3, P = \text{nonsignificant}) \). (Figure 2) in correct sequences. Furthermore, offline changes did not differ between the interventions for POST-90 \( (t_{(11)} = -0.3, P = \text{nonsignificant}) \) and for POST-24 \( (t_{(11)} = 2.3, P = \text{nonsignificant}) \). Nonparametric Wilcoxon test revealed no significant difference between the correct sequences performed within INTERVENTION at the 3-month follow-up \( (\text{tDCSTest-3m = 49.1±9.2, shamTest-3m = 47.4±9.3, Z = 0.9, P = 0.3).} \)

Effects of Stimulation on the TRAIN-tDCS Session
Repeated-measure analysis of variance revealed a significant improvement in the number of correct sequences with cathodal tDCS compared with sham stimulation demonstrated by the factor INTERVENTION \( (F_{(1,11)} = 4.7, P = 0.04) \); there was also a significant effect on BLOCKS \( (F_{(5,55)} = 10.9, P < 0.01) \); and more importantly, there was a significant INTERVENTION by BLOCKS \( (F_{(5,55)} = 3.9, P = 0.01) \) interaction. Post hoc analysis demonstrated that, relative to sham treatment, tDCS facilitated the training effect to a larger extent at the second, fourth, and fifth blocks of training. A significant difference between the 2 stimulation conditions was apparent for the correct sequence \( (\text{tDCSonline = 1.7±0.2, shamonline = 1.3±0.1, } t_{(11)} = 2.2, P = 0.04) \) as well as the overall sequences \( (\text{tDCSonline = 1.5±0.1, shamonline = 1.2±0.1, } t_{(11)} = 3.4, P < 0.01) \) in the early online learning period (B5/Base). The increase in correct sequences with tDCS could potentially be driven by a change in the speed–accuracy relationship toward reduced speed and enhanced accuracy. To evaluate this question we conducted the same analysis for the overall sequences; here, too, we found a trend toward an increase in overall sequences for the factor INTERVENTION \( (F_{(1,11)} = 3.9, P = 0.06) \) with a significant effect on BLOCKS \( (F_{(5,55)} = 15.2, P < 0.01) \) and an INTERVENTION by BLOCKS \( (F_{(5,55)} = 3.6, P = 0.03) \) interaction. Furthermore, the success rate did not decrease significantly with tDCS making a relevant change in the speed–accuracy–relationship unlikely.

Effects of tDCS on Cortical Excitability

Motor-Evoked Potential
The resting motor threshold was 58.4%±6.4% in the cM1 and 64.6%±7.2% in the stroke M1 \( (P = 0.09) \). Mean motor-evoked potential (MEP) amplitudes were 1.18±0.1 mV and 0.91±0.2 mV respectively for the baseline condition \( (Z = 1.1, P = 0.11) \) and the power intensities were 66.2%±2.6% in the cM1 and 77.8%±3.8% in the lesioned M1 \( (P = 0.03) \). After cathodal tDCS, a significant reduction in the MEPs over the unaffected motor cortex was demonstrated using a nonparametric Friedman analysis of variance test \( (X^2_{(4)} = 10.61, P = 0.03) \). Post hoc analysis revealed a trend for MEP reduction at Post90 (from 1.18±0.1 to 0.89±0.1 mV, \( P = 0.06 \)) and a significant effect at Post60 (from 1.18±0.1 to 0.84±0.1 mV, \( P = 0.02 \)) and Post24 (from 1.18±0.1 to 0.77±0.1 mV, \( P < 0.01 \)) with a normalization of the values at Post60. On the other hand, there was no modification of the MEPs in the lesioned hemisphere \( (X^2_{(4)} = 1.1, P = 0.8) \).

Short Interval Intracortical Inhibition
No significant differences were observed between SICI in both M1 during baseline \( (Z = -1.6, P = 0.1) \). tDCS resulted
in an increase (more inhibition) of SICI in the cM1 ($\chi^2_{(4)} = 11.08, P = 0.02$). In contrast, a reduction of SICI (less inhibition) was demonstrated in the stroke hemisphere ($\chi^2_{(4)} = 9.37, P = 0.05$). Post hoc testing showed that disinhibition in the lesioned M1 was restricted to Post0 at the 0.0125 level of significance (from 43.8% ± 5.9% at baseline to 65.7% ± 7.3% of unconditioned MEP). All other comparisons were not significant (for more details, see the online-only Data Supplement).

### Relationship Between Skill Acquisition and Cortical Excitability Changes

A significant correlation was observed between the tDCS-induced improvement during TRAIN-tDCS and the tDCS-induced modulation of SICI (reduced inhibition = disinhibition) in the stroke M1 ($y = 0.84x + 0.54, R^2 = 0.63, P = 0.03$; Figure 3C). Behavioral improvement was not correlated with the tDCS-induced changes of excitability within the cM1 determined by MEP amplitudes ($r^2 = 0.08, P = 0.5$) or SICI ($r^2 = 0.13, P = 0.8$).

### Discussion

The main findings of the present study were that (1) the application of inhibitory tDCS to the cM1 concurrent with training can facilitate the effects of training yielding to better performance for at least 24 hours; and (3) revealed an association between an intervention-induced decrease of SICI (less inhibition) within M1 of the lesioned hemisphere and a tDCS-induced enhancement of skill acquisition. Taken together, these findings support the beneficial effects of NIBS techniques in patients with stroke with mild motor impairment not only to enhance motor functions, as suggested previously, but also to boost the acquisition and potentially retention of complex motor functions with the paretic hand, a concept that might provide a basis for the improvement of longer-lasting functional recovery processes after stroke.

Clearly, acquisition of motor skills is essential to almost every daily life activity we perform from writing to driving a car or using a cell phone. Reacquisition of skills resulting in improved or more accurate motor performance is paramount to recovery of function after a brain lesion. Despite the structural changes and the abnormal patterns of neural activation during the execution of motor tasks in patients with stroke, robust evidence has been provided that acquisition of motor skills is not abolished. In this context, NIBS techniques have the ability to enhance lasting changes in neuroplasticity with the opportunity to modify behavior and interact beneficially with learning processes.

Previous imaging and dual-pulse TMS studies demonstrated a deleterious contribution of the contralesional hemisphere in recovery of motor function after stroke. This abnormal and imbalanced interhemispheric interaction is a favorite model that underlies the experimental therapeutic strategies based on NIBS. Previous studies have shown the positive effect of NIBS targeting the healthy cM1 to transiently facilitate performance of activities of daily living (eg, Jebsen Taylor Hand function test), peak pinch acceleration, grasping, or simple and choice reaction times. However, in most of these studies, NIBS techniques were applied after patients reached stable levels of the task (eg, Jebsen Taylor Hand function test), likely reflecting a tDCS-induced performance improvement. It is not known if application of NIBS during an early acquisition period, before performance reaches an asymptotic level, could potentiate or even speed up the learning process of a novel procedural task with consecutive better retention.

Recently it was demonstrated that consecutive sessions of anodal tDCS over M1 can help healthy subjects to learn an isometric pinch task through an effect of consolidation. In the present design, the combined approach of tDCS with a skill acquisition task revealed a consistent improvement during the first training period, in line with a previous study performed with high-frequency repetitive TMS over the lesioned M1.

Strikingly, in the present study, a longer-lasting improvement, beyond the pure effect of stimulation,
could be demonstrated. Even after successive sessions of practice, the performance levels achieved with tDCS could not be reached after sham stimulation. How long will the effects of tDCS on retention last? This important question could not be sufficiently answered within the present study design. However, a 3-month follow-up session no longer revealed group differences between the 2 conditions probably due to the small subsample of 5 patients.

In the past decade, considerable evidence has accumulated regarding the plasticity of the human M1 as a function of motor learning. M1 is not only crucial to the execution, but also to acquisition and consolidation of novel motor skills. Motor practice is associated with an increase in excitability of the sensorimotor cortex, promoting plastic changes even in the chronic stage after a stroke. During acquisition of a novel motor skill, rewiring processes in M1 occur, consistent with rapid formation and stabilization of dendritic spines. These processes are most likely based on unmasking of pre-existing connections within the cortex, allowing rapid changes in sensorimotor representations by reducing the activity of existing inhibitory connections. Recent studies in humans using MR spectroscopy demonstrated that minutes of motor learning generated a short-term and rapid reduction of the mean γ-aminobutyric acid concentration within the M1. Further pharmacological evidence supporting the notion that plasticity of the human sensorimotor cortex is modulated by changes in local γ-aminobutyric acid concentration comes from the observation that lorazepam, a γ-aminobutyric acid-A receptor agonist, might suppress use-dependent plasticity in healthy subjects. In this context, the decrease of SICI, a physiological measure hypothesized to reflect intracortical γ-aminobutyric acid-A neuronal activity, after tDCS, and its positive correlation with the tDCS-induced behavioral improvement during training might, at least in part, explain the behavioral benefits by modulation of intracortical inhibition. Thus, one possible conjecture is that the ongoing state of the cortex at the time of stimulation can reinforce the long-term effects induced by motor practice. If so, tDCS influences the ability of the affected M1 to undergo plastic modifications by preparing the “cortical ground” for successful plastic changes due to motor training. Currently this notion is still speculative in nature; however, it is consistent with recent studies conducted with animals and healthy humans.

**Limitations of the Study**

In the present study, tDCS was applied to the contralesional M1; however, due to the size of the direct current electrodes (25 cm²), the spatial resolution is rather low. Thus, it is conceivable that the stimulation effects are not entirely restricted to M1, but also might have spread to adjacent structures like the premotor cortex. As recently discussed, the notion that the unaffected hemisphere has a nonbeneficial effect on the lesioned hemisphere and consecutive behavior does not apply to all groups of patients. This fact might relevantly depend on lesion location, time after stroke, and size and integrity of the corticospinal pathway among other factors, hypotheses, which are addressed in upcoming studies. Finally, it is important to keep in mind that the present results might only apply to this homogenic and selected subgroup of patients with subcortical lesions and mild impairment. Indeed, it is not yet known whether this intervention will have comparable beneficial effects in patients with more severe deficits who have experienced extensive cortical and subcortical lesions. We might even speculate that such an intervention might not prove to be beneficial for this subgroup. Upcoming studies designed to address these aspects are definitely needed to provide the basis for more patient-individualized therapeutic interventions.

In summary, noninvasive transcranial brain stimulation combined with motor training did enhance the acquisition of a novel skill with the paretic hand and led to a persistent enhancement of function in well-recovered patients with chronic stroke. The intervention dominantly influenced the early phase of online learning leading to behavioral improvements still apparent during the retention 24 hours after intervention. Thus, the present findings further support the potential of noninvasive brain stimulation in the treatment of functional deficits to enhance skill reacquisition and long-term functional recovery after brain lesions.
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Supplementary Methods

Motor skill acquisition task
The task consists of sequential pressing of a part five sequence on a four-button electronic keyboard performed with the paretic hand. The fingers were numbered as follows: little finger=5; ring finger=4; middle finger=3 and index finger=2. Each block started with 5-second countdown displayed on the screen followed by a ‘GO’ signal, while the paretic hand was in the resting position (fingers over the keyboard), a ‘STOP’ signal appeared after 3 minutes followed by a 2-minute ‘PAUSE’ before the next countdown started. Subjects were instructed to perform the sequences as precisely and as quickly as possible according to the written instruction “Play as many accurate sequences as possible for a trial period of 3 min.” During the 2 minutes break they were instructed to place the hand outside of the keyboard. No feedback was given by the investigators during the task. The primary outcome measure was the number of correct sequences achieved per block. Additionally, the total numbers of performed sequences in each block were analysed. The rationale behind the present design consisted of an assessment of temporal components of motor skill acquisition (fast-online, slow on-line and off-line periods) for both interventions (tDCS or Sham).

Motor cortical excitability determined by TMS
TMS was delivered from two Magstim 200 magnetic stimulator connected via a Bistim module (Magstim Co., Whitland, UK) through a figure-of-eight shaped 70-mm coil. The coil was placed over the representation area of a hand muscle (first dorsal interosseus [FDI] muscle) of the paretic and the intact hand, with the handle in antero-posterior orientation, 45° angle to the interhemispheric line. Optimal scalp position to elicit consistently the largest MEPs in the FDI muscles of both hands was obtained with slight suprathreshold stimulator intensity (hot-spot) and marked with a skin-friendly pen. Resting motor threshold (RMT) was defined as the intensity of stimulator output to produce MEP amplitudes of at least 50 µV in 5 out of 10 consecutive trials in the relaxed FDI. SICI was measured by subthreshold conditioning stimulus followed by a suprathreshold test stimulus with an interstimulus interval of 3 ms. Conditioning stimulus was set at 80% of RMT and the test stimulus was adjusted to elicit unconditioned MEP amplitudes of ~1mV peak-to-peak. Each TMS block consisted of 15 single stimuli and 15 paired-pulse stimuli in each M1 (healthy and affected) applied in a pseudo-randomized order; the interval between stimulation was between 6 and 8 seconds (randomized). RMT were measured separately for each hemisphere after tDCS, as they did not change compared to the first values, it was not necessary to adjust the intensity of the stimulus.

EMG activity was recorded using disposable Ag/AgCl surface electrodes placed over the first dorsal interosseous muscle in a belly-tendon montage. EMG signals were amplified (CED 1902 amplifier, sampling rate 5 kHz) then bandpass filtered (50 Hz to 1 kHz), digitized and stored offsite. Data acquisition and processing was performed using Signal software 4.05 (Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK).
### Supplementary table: Attention and fatigue measurements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sham</th>
<th>tDCS</th>
<th>Statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>Q3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attention (1-10)</strong></td>
<td>8.3±0.6</td>
<td>7.9±0.6</td>
<td>8.1±0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fatigue (1-10)</strong></td>
<td>3.1±0.8</td>
<td>3.2±0.7</td>
<td>3.3±0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hand fatigue (1-10)</strong></td>
<td>0.3±0.2</td>
<td>2.1±0.8</td>
<td>1.8±0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Attention and fatigue were assessed with VAS-questionnaire (Q1-6). **Attention scale** (0-10; 0= no attention, 10= highest level of attention). **Fatigue scale** (0-10; 0= no fatigue, 10= highest level of fatigue). **Hand fatigue scale** (0-10; 0= no hand fatigue, 10= highest level of hand fatigue). All values were expressed at mean ± SE. *ns* = not significant.
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**Motor cortex excitability changes.** A and B. The values of MEPs (mV) were illustrated in this graphic for the stroke (black dots) and healthy (white triangle) hemisphere. C and D. these graphs represented the values of SICI in % of unconditioned MEP. An increase of SICI in the healthy motor cortex and a short-term decrease in the stroke hemisphere was observed after tDCS. Data were displayed as mean values, error bars=SEM; * Post-hoc significant values after correction).
**Overall sequences during TRAIN-tDCS.** A. There were a significant difference in the overall sequences during the first training period. B. The on-line learning graphic bar shows a significant difference between tDCS and Sham stimulation.
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非傷害側運動皮質への単回の経頭蓋直流刺激による訓練の調節により麻痺手の運動技能獲得が強化される

Modulation of Training by Single-Session Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation to the Intact Motor Cortex Enhances Motor Skill Acquisition of the Paretic Hand

Maximó Zimerman, MD1; Kirstin F. Heise, MSc1; Julia Hoppe, MD1; Leonardo G. Cohen, MD2; Christian Gerloff, MD1; Friedhelm C. Hummel, MD1

1 Brain Imaging and Neurostimulation (BINS) Labor, Department of Neurology University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany; and 2 Human Cortical Physiology and Stroke Neurorehabilitation Section, National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.

Abstract

脳卒中の麻痺の回復における神学的頼要である。最近の非侵襲的電気刺激の研究によって、脳卒中後に一時的な改善が見られることが、電気刺激の運動機能の追従も促進し、長く続く機能改善をもたらすことができるかどうかというである。本研究では、電気刺激の運動機能の経頭蓋直流刺激（tDCS）が麻痺の回復を促進する効果を検討した。

方法：脳卒中後の運動障害の回復を目的とした患者12例を2回の訓練セッションに分割、その際、二重盲検法で経頭蓋直流刺激（tDCS）または偽刺激を用いた。介入終了24時間後にテストを実施した。

結果：tDCSは偽刺激に比べて新たな運動技能の獲得を促進（p = 0.04）。訓練の結果は良好であった。訓練中のtDCSにより誘発される皮質内抑制の変化の間には有意な相関が認められた（R² = 0.63）。

結論：これらの結果は、tDCSは運動機能の回復に直接的な影響を及ぼす可能性があることを示すものである。さらに、少なくとも脳卒中後の軽度の機能障害を有する患者において、長期的な回復のための補助治療としての非侵襲的電気刺激の可能性を検討するものである。
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図3

早期訓練セッション（TRAIN-tDCS）。A. 各プロックで達成された正しい順序の回数を、偽値tDCSと偽刺激について示す。ベースラインのプロックに条件制限差はなかった（BASE）。B. 早期訓練セッション中に偽刺激と比較してtDCSによる有意な改善が認められた（早期オンライン学習）。C. tDCSにより誘発された電位の形態は運動機能の回復と皮質内抑制の変化との関連性があります。縦軸はオンライン効果を示す。横軸はtDCSにより誘発されたSICIの低下（Post/ベースライン）を示す。tDCS：経頭蓋直流刺激、SICI：筋間隔皮質内抑制。